
Appearance & Reality – Having studied contexts and short extracts of Shakespeare’s work in Y7, students are now ready to study a full play; a comedy introduces them to a

different sub-genre than the one they will focus on in future years (tragedy), thus expanding their knowledge of the work of this seminal writer; themes in these comedies, such as

gender politics, familial conflict and the use/abuse of power, build on the previous morality/identity unit and prepares students to explore these themes from different angles in

future Y8 units and beyond. It also enables further practise of inference/interpretative skills from the previous unit and introduces comparative skills. (AI; CO)

Sequencing of Big Ideas: Year 8 English Curriculum 

Morality & Identity – Builds on students’ understanding of morality explored throughout Y7, whilst also introducing key themes to be studied in future Y8 units, i.e. gender, familial

conflict, deception, self-expression, class, communities, societal changes, love, a wider range of power structures; develops cultural capital by building on pre-19th century contexts

studied in Y7 to expand understanding of 19th century society, genres and mores, some of which are also relevant to the Romanticism unit later in Y8, as well as at Y9 and beyond;

introduces more challenging reading and writing skills to enable students to develop their analysis and creativity. (AI; S, EE; SI; S; WT)

Relationships – Building on the previous historically-focused units in Y8, these novels explore relationships and ideas (with links to morality and identity) from a more modern

perspective, i.e. changing family units, dysfunctionality, bullying, sibling rivalry, societal pressures & expectations, self-expression and the healing effects of nature, in order to

broaden understanding of these big ideas and how they relate to the wider world; exposes students to the conventions and structures of a challenging prose text, to complement

the play and short stories studied previously in Y8; develops students’ proficiency in inference/interpretative skills. (AI)

Society – Having previously studied short stories, a play and a novel in Y8, students now broaden their range of texts to focus on poetry; builds on themes developed so far in Y7

and Y8, specifically, self-expression/identity, love, societal changes, use & abuse of power, and nature; its late 18th/early 19th century context also fits chronologically with the next

stage of the ‘foundations of literature’ unit studied in Y7, and prepares students for encountering the sonnet form and Romantic poetry in Y9 and at GCSE.; introduces more complex

reading skills associated with these forms of poetry. (L, S)

Power & Conflict – Although all other Y8 units incorporate writing and non-fiction, it is the main focus of this final unit. so students are able to hone some key writing skills; the

themes/ideas covered previously, together with a range of fiction and non-fiction extracts studied here, develop students’ knowledge, cultural capital and skills to enable them to

produce an extended piece of writing and verbal presentation expressing their point of view on a specific aspect of power and conflict; develops proficiency in specific writing skills

in order to do so. (WT, S)

By the end of Y8 we expect students to have broadened and extended their knowledge and understanding of the big ideas and how these relate to 

texts and the wider world.  They will be more proficient in core reading and writing skills, including being able to express multiple interpretations, 

and will have a grasp of more challenging skills.


